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Summary

The experimental, small-scale Advantage2
TM

prototype
launched in June 2022was developed in our current rapid-
development fabrication stack, while the eventual full-
scale Advantage2 product will be produced in an all-new
lower-noise stack. Here we compare the fabrication stack
used for the Advantage2 prototype chip to the improved
stack in development for the Advantage2 product. We find
a 7× reduction in 1/ f noise at 1 Hz, a 3× reduction in inte-
grated flux noise, and over an order of magnitude reduc-
tion in high-frequency flux noise near 2 GHz. These sig-
nificant noise reductions should lead to significant perfor-
mance gains in the eventual full-scale Advantage2 system.

1 Overview
The growing evidence of computational advantage for co-
herent annealing [1, 2] in experiments with short anneal
times makes clear the need for increasing the coherence
of quantum annealers. While D-Wave’s previous demon-
strations of coherent annealing have shown a path toward
performance improvements, they have relied on extremely
short anneal times that are difficult to implement on produc-
tion systems. Another path toward practical coherent quan-
tum annealing is to reduce the noise intrinsic to the materials
set and fabrication processes used to make our processors.
D-Wave implements its qubits in a multi-layer superconduct-
ing integrated circuit fabrication stack of alternating con-
ducting and insulating layers, referred to hereafter as “stack”
for simplicity. Reducing noise in our stack is desirable for
improving the high-performance, high-connectivity quan-
tum processing units (QPUs) needed for practical quantum
computing.

D-Wave has a long history of measuring and reducing noise
in superconducting flux qubits [3–8]. Here, we compare flux
noise in our rapid-development stack FAB-A to our lower-
noise stack FAB-B. The small-scale Advantage2 prototype
processor was developed in the FAB-A stack, but the even-
tual full-scale Advantage2 product will be produced in a
stack similar to the new FAB-B stack. We measure noise in
these two stacks using flux qubits with the same geometry
and shielding configuration used in our Advantage QPUs.
We find that FAB-B yields a 7× reduction in 1/ f flux noise
at 1 Hz, a 3× reduction in integrated flux noise, and over an
order of magnitude reduction in high-frequency flux noise
near 2 GHz when compared to FAB-A. Because the Ad-
vantage2 qubit geometry is different from the Advantage
qubit geometry due to Advantage2’s higher connectivity,
the absolute noise numbers will be different than reported
here. However, the relative drop in flux noise reported here
should apply directly between the small-scale Advantage2
prototype and the full-scale Advantage2 product.

2 1/ f Flux Noise
Low-frequency flux noise is directly measured by taking the
power spectral density of a time stream of flux offset mea-
surements [4, 6]. We fit the results to a simple 1/ f noise
model, SΦ = A2

1/ f ( f /1 Hz)−α +wn, where A1/ f is the am-
plitude of the noise, α is the slope of the spectrum, and wn
is the white noise background. We measured this across sev-
eral devices from each stack. Data from two devices is shown
for comparison in Figure 1, and the 1/ f noise measurement
results are summarized in Table 1. 1/ f noise at 1 Hz has
dropped by a factor of 7 in the new FAB-B stack.
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Figure 1: Example 1/ f measurements of devices from the two
stacks.

Stack A1/ f (µΦ0/
p

Hz) α
FAB-A 7.2±0.2 0.72±0.02
FAB-B 1.0±0.1 0.80±0.02

Table 1: Comparison of 1/ f flux noise in the two stacks.

3 Broadband Flux Noise
Macroscopic resonant tunneling (MRT) is an efficient way
to measure integrated and high-frequency flux noise in DC-
SQUID-like qubits. We sweep our qubit flux bias ε approx-
imately across the qubit frequency range 0.1-5 GHz, and
measure the lowest-order MRT peak width WMRT. We also
fit the high-frequency flux noise tail on the MRT peak,
which has traditionally been reported as the dimensionless
parameter η [5, 9]. However, this particular metric is not
easily comparable across different qubit designs, so we have
developed a magnetic loss tangent tanδL(ω) similar to those
developed by others [10]. It can be thought of as the induc-
tive version of the dielectric loss tangent tanδC (ω), with
the internal quality factor Qi of an LC resonator driven at
resonance ω0 defined as 1/Qi = tanδL(ω0) + tanδC (ω0),
where tanδL = P L

diss/ω02E L
stored, tanδC = P C

diss/ω02EC
stored,

P L
diss (P C

diss) is the total inductive (capacitive) energy dissi-
pated in the resonator per unit time, and E L

stored (EC
stored) is

the inductive (capacitive) energy stored. tanδL(ω) can be
expressed as part of the high-frequency flux noise spectral
density SHF = 2ħhL tanδL(ω)

1−e−ħhω/kB T for a qubit with inductance L,

Figure 2: Example MRT peak measurements of devices from the
two stacks. The charge noise floor limits the resolution of the
tanδL fit of FAB-B.

and only needs to be scaled by the device frequency to com-
pare between qubit designs.

A comparison of representative MRT peaks from both
stacks are shown in Figure 2, where Γ is the inter-well tun-
neling rate, and Table 2 is a summary of the MRT noise
measurement results. While the integrated flux noise has
dropped by a factor of more than 3×, the biggest gain for
FAB-B is the more than order of magnitude reduction in
high-frequency flux noise. It should be noted that the mea-
surement noise floor, set by the device charge noise[11],
largely dominates the tanδL measurement in the FAB-B de-
vices. This leads to large error bars in the tanδL fitting, and
suggests that the next target for FAB-B should be reduced
charge noise. The tanδL result is reported at 2 GHz.

Stack WMRT (µΦ0) tanδL η
FAB-A 73.4±0.4 (104± 4)× 10−6 0.433± 0.080
FAB-B 21.4±0.3 (7± 3)× 10−6 0.023± 0.010

Table 2: Comparison of integrated flux noise in the two stacks.
tanδL is reported at 2 GHz.

4 Conclusion
We have previously seen that even modest decreases in noise
can lead to dramatic improvements in performance on spin
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glass problems [7, 8]. As a significant step towards deliver-
ing higher-coherence quantum annealing processors to our
customers, we have demonstrated a significantly lower-noise
stack compared to the small-scale Advantage2 prototype
stack. This lower-noise stack is very similar to the stack that
will be used in the eventual full-scale Advantage2 quantum
computer. Therefore, the 7× lower 1/ f flux noise at 1 Hz,
3× lower integrated flux noise, and order of magnitude de-
crease in high-frequency flux noise measured here should
persist into the Advantage2 product. Additionally, we find
that charge noise now dominates the individual qubit high-
frequency noise (∼2 GHz), and sets a clear target for further
improvement in future products.
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